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02 Roll cages
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 Roll cages are an essential part of store logistics for food 
retailers. They can be used to quickly and efficiently transport 
picked goods from the central warehouse to the stores. They are 
even considered to be the most widely used load carriers in this 
industry. But roll cages are not popular only with food retailers. 
This form of transport is also ideal for furniture centres, clothing 
companies, electronics stores and contract logistics.

 At Wanzl, we place a high value on robust construction and 
reliable functionality for our roll cages. Ultimately, mobile load 
carriers are essential for fast loading and unloading of trucks in 
central warehouses and their branches. Our high quality products 
are also designed to keep the workloads of the employees as light 
as possible.

  Tough transporters
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RC/E series roll cages
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 RC/E series roll cages can be used universally for 
numerous products. Our customers can decide 
between a metal platform or alternatively a robust 
plastic platform. 

The containers can be collapsed and folded together 
easily to save space for empty transport or 
space-saving storage.
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02.01 RC/E1 roll cages
Lightweight and robust

> Plastic chassis

> Detachable side panels

Standard equipment: chassis made of plastic, with 
wide supporting rails. Side panels made of round tube 
frame with flat steel mesh, integrated clips.

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of 
polyamide.

Surface finish: side panels with high gloss, galvanised, 
chrome-plated finish.

RC/E1 RC/E1

Order no. 06.13 108.95 06.13 110.95
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 720 x 815 x 1,540 720 x 815 x 1,640
D, loading height (mm) 1,350 1,450
Mesh size (mm) 335 x 150 360 x 150
Castor Ø (mm) 108 108
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 23 23

Accessories
Rear panel 00.92 424.50 00.18 101.50
Wire shelf 28.04 970.50 28.04 970.50
Wooden shelf 00.18 111.50 00.18 111.50
Textile strap 00.22 467.00 00.22 467.00
Rubber strap 00.14 207.07 00.14 207.07

The side panels are 
detachable and are 
fastened securely to the 
chassis with clips.

Clips

RC/E1 Basic model with a height of 1,540 mm

The wire shelf can be 
attached at an interval 
of 360 mm.

Wire shelf (optional)

Plastic connectors secure 
the rear panel to the two 
side panels.

Rear panel (optional)
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Easily 
adjustable 
straps
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02.02 RC/E2 roll cage
The collapsible container solution

> Optimised for storage and transport

> Light design

Standard equipment: chassis made of metal, 
collapsible with sheet steel hinges. Hinged support 
surface made of wire mesh. Side panels made of square 
tube frame with wire mesh.

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

Folding sequence

RC/E2 Basic model with 
textile strap (accessories)

The wire shelf can be 
attached at intervals of 
162 mm.

Wire shelf (optional)
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RC/E2

Order no. 06.06 103.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 685 x 810 x 1,770
D, loading height (mm) 1,550
Mesh size (mm) 162 x 135
Castor Ø (mm) 100
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 400 / 75
Weight (kg) 28

Accessories
Wire shelf 77.04 664.50
Textile strap 00.22 467.00
Rubber strap 00.14 207.07

A
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02.03 RC/E3 roll cages
Quick to fold

> Textile strap as standard

> Detachable side panels

Standard equipment: chassis made of metal, square 
tube frame with wire support surface, strengthened 
with reinforcing strips. Side panels made of square tube 
frame with wire mesh.

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of 
polyamide, one of the swivel castors with brake.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/E3 Basic model with 
height of 1800 mm

The locking grate consists 
of a wire mesh and is 
attached to the side 
panels.

Locking grate (optional)

The wire shelf with two 
raised edges can be attached 
at intervals of 260 mm.

Wire shelf (optional)

Basic model, folded
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Pat. pend.

RC/E3 RC/E3

Order no. 06.17 064.50 06.17 177.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 730 x 810 x 1,640 730 x 810 x 1,800
D, loading height (mm) 1,450 1,640
Mesh size (mm) 162 x 135 162 x 135
Castor Ø (mm) 125 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 27 27

Accessories
Locking grate, attachable 00.20 885.50 00.22 477.50
Wire shelf, two raised edges 28.14 578.50 28.14 578.50
Textile strap, (optional) 00.22 467.00 00.22 467.00
Rubber strap 00.14 207.07 00.14 207.07
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RC/S series roll cages
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 With sophisticated technology and good handling 
qualities, the RC/S series is fully enclosed and theft-
proof, as well as tailored to meet a wide range of 
requirements.

The mesh size of the panels can be optionally adapted 
for any application ensuring the customer definitely 
receives the entire delivery.
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02.04 RC/S1 roll cages
With plastic chassis

> Fully closed

> Lightweight design with plastic chassis

Standard equipment: chassis made of 
plastic, with wide support rails. 
Container structure made of round 
tube frame with wire mesh, integrated 
clips. Door with plastic hinges. Opening 
angle 270º. 

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors 
made of polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, 
chrome-plated.

The metal lock bar can 
also be secured with a 
padlock, if required.

Locking

RC/S1 
Basic model with a height 
of 1,950 mm incl. wire shelf 
(accessories)

Additional fixing of the 
door makes unauthorised 
access more difficult.

Retaining hook
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RC/S1 RC/S1 RC/S1

Order no. 06.05 539.95 06.05 537.95 06.05 538.95
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 720 x 810 x 1,650 720 x 810 x 1,850 720 x 810 x 1,950
D, loading height (mm) 1,450 1,650 1,750
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50 50 x 50 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 108 108 108
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75 500 / 75 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 45 55 65

Accessories
Wire shelf 28.07 345.50 28.07 345.50 28.07 345.50
Wire shelf, with raised edge on one side 28.09 040.50 28.09 040.50 28.09 040.50
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02.06 RC/S8 roll cage
> Fully closed

> Robust design Standard equipment: metal chassis. Square tube frame 
with wire support surface, strengthened with reinforcing 
strips. Container structure made of square tube frame 
with wire mesh, screwed and riveted. Door with metal 
hinges. Opening angle 270º.
Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of polyamide.
Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/S8
Basic model with 
attachable wire shelf 
(accessories)

RC/S8

Order no. 06.21 639.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 720 x 810 x 1,645
D, loading height (mm) 1,457
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 45

Accessories
Wire shelf 28.22 981.50
Wire shelf, with raised edge on one side 28.22 980.50

02.05 RC/S2 roll cage
> Fully closed

> With wire shelf as standard

Standard equipment: metal chassis. Square tube frame 
with wire support surface, strengthened with reinforcing 
strips. Container structure made of square tube frame 
with wire mesh, screwed and riveted. Door with metal 
hinges. Opening angle 270º. Incl. hinged wire shelf.
Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of polyamide.
Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

The locking mechanism 
engages automatically. 
Can be locked with 
padlock if required.

RC/S2
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RC/S2

Order no. 06.09 944.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 720 x 840 x 1,795
D, loading height (mm) 1,607
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 55

Locking mechanism 
Can be locked with 
padlock if required.
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02.07 RC/S9 roll cages
Optimised loading area for transport in trucks

> Fully closed

> Basis for many customer-specific variants

Standard equipment: metal chassis. Square tube 
frame with wire support surface, strengthened with 
reinforcing strips. Container structure made of square 
tube frame with wire mesh, riveted. Door with metal 
hinges. Opening angle 270º. 

Castors: 4 swivel castors made of polyamide, 2 with 
brakes.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

Latching 3-point locking 
element for security during 
transport. 

The locking mechanism can 
be secured with a padlock if 
required.

Locking

RC/S9 Basic model with height of 
1925 mm and wire shelf (accessories)

Two swivel castors are 
equipped with brakes.

Brake mechanism
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RC/S9 RC/S9

Order no. 06.13 221.50 06.13 223.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 1,205 x 810 x 1,660 1,205 x 810 x 1,905
D, loading height (mm) 1,460 1,705
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 65 74

Accessories
Wire shelf 28.01 525.50 28.01 525.50
Wire shelf, with raised edge on one side 28.01 526.50 28.01 526.50
Wooden shelf 00.84 684.95 00.84 684.95

A
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02.08 RC/S10 roll cages
Wide design

> Fully closed

> Two-leaf door

Standard equipment: metal chassis. Square tube frame 
with wire support surface, strengthened with reinforcing 
strips. Container structure made of square tube frame 
with wire mesh, riveted. Door with metal hinges. 
Opening angle 270º. 

Castors: 4 swivel castors made of polyamide, 2 with 
brakes.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

Two swivel castors are 
equipped with brakes.

Brake mechanism

RC/S10 
Basic model with height of 1,425 mm 
and raised edge on one side of wire 
shelf (accessories)

Latching 3-point locking 
element for security during 
transport. 

The locking mechanism can 
be secured with a padlock 
if required.

Locking
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RC/S10 RC/S10

Order no. 06.04 407.50 06.19 550.50
A, length (mm) 1,520 1,520
B, width (mm) 635 635
C, height (mm) 1,405 1,700
D, loading height (mm) 1,215 1,510
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 400 / 75 400 / 75
Weight (kg) 62 70

Accessories
Wire shelf 
with raised edge on one side

28.05 537.50 28.05 537.50

A
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02.09 RC/S11 roll cage
Optimised loading area for transport in trucks

> Fully closed

> Shallow depth of 610 mm

Standard equipment: metal chassis. Square tube frame 
with wire support surface, strengthened with reinforcing 
strips. Container structure made of square tube frame 
with wire mesh, riveted. Door with metal hinges. 
Opening angle 270º. 

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors. Swivel castors 
with total brakes. Elastic tread, grey.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

Latching 3-point locking 
element for security during 
transport. 

The locking mechanism can 
be secured with a padlock if 
required.

Locking

RC/S11 Basic model

Two swivel castors 
equipped with total 
brakes.

Brake mechanism
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RC/S11

Order no. 06.42 489.50
A, length (mm) 1,205
B, width (mm) 610
C, height (mm) 1,920
D, loading height (mm) 1,720
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 55

Accessories
Wire shelf 28.01 515.50

A
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RC/N series roll cages
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 Because warehouse and shipping space is 
valuable, RC/N series roll cages are collapsible and 
can be nested to save maximum space for transport 
and storage.

You choose the desired design – two side panels, fully 
closed or with hinged shelves, either as standard or 
optional equipment.
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02.10 RC/N1 roll cage
Lightweight design

> Can be nested to save space

> Locking mechanism suitable for padlock

Standard equipment: chassis made of square tube 
frame, welded. Hinged support surface made of wire 
mesh. Container structure made of round tube frame with 
wire mesh and plastic hinges. Door opening angle 270º. 

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N1 Basic model with additional wire shelf (accessories)

The locking mechanism can 
be secured with a padlock if 
required.

Locking

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 200 mm
10 roll cages 2,655 mm
50 roll cages 10,655 mm

Can be nested to 

save space
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RC/N1

Order no. 06.16 386.50
A, length (mm) 720
B, width (mm) 855
C, height (mm) 1,775
D, loading height (mm) 1,520
Mesh size (mm) 100 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 350 / 75
Weight (kg) 63

Accessories
Wire shelf 00.97 494.50

A
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02.11 RC/N2 roll cage
With two-part door

> With clothes rail and wire shelf as standard

> Fully closed

Standard equipment: chassis made of square tube 
frame, curved. Hinged support surface made of square 
tube frame with wire mesh and reinforcing strips. 
Container structure made of round tube frame with wire 
mesh and plastic hinges. Two-part door with opening 
angle of 270º. 

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N2 Basic model with hinged wire shelf (as standard)

Hinged. Made of round 
tube with plastic hinge.

Clothes rail

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 200 mm
10 roll cages 2,655 mm
50 roll cages 10,655 mm

Made of metal. For stickers, 
labelling, etc. 
Size 114 x 323 mm

Sign

Can be nested to 

save space
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RC/N2

Order no. 06.17 515.50
A, length (mm) 730 
B, width (mm) 825
C, height (mm) 1,815
D, loading height (mm) 1,565
Mesh size (mm) 100 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 400 / 75
Weight (kg) 63

730
670

15
65

18
15

825
750

25
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CD
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02.12 RC/N3 type 1 roll cage
Optimised for transporting European standard boxes

> With wire shelf as standard

> Basis for many customer-specific variants

Standard equipment: chassis made of square tube 
frame, curved. Hinged support surface made of flat 
steel frame with wire, strengthened with reinforcing 
strips. Container structure made of round tube frame 
with wire mesh and plastic hinges. Door opening angle 
270º.

Castors: 2 fixed castors, 2 swivel castors with brakes. 
Elastic tread, grey.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N3 TYPE 1 basic model
Supplied without standard boxes.

The integrated foot-
operated rail aids 
movement over steps 
and through doorways.

Moving aid

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 290 mm
10 roll cages 3,480 mm
50 roll cages 15,080 mm

Can be nested to 

save space
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RC/N3 type 1

Order no. 06.08 927.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 680 x 870 x 1,715
D, loading height (mm) 1,485
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 400 / 75
Weight (kg) 48

680
620

14
85

23
0
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15

870
820
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02.13 RC/N3 type 2 roll cage
Optimised for transport on the loading area of trucks

> With wire shelf as standard

> With integrated foot-operated rail

Standard equipment: chassis made of square tube 
frame, curved. Hinged support surface made of flat steel 
frame with wire, strengthened with reinforcing strips. 
Container structure made of round tube frame with wire 
mesh and plastic hinges. Door opening angle 270º.

Castors: 2 fixed castors, 2 swivel castors, incl. 1 with 
brake. Elastic tread, grey.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N3 TYPE 2 basic model

Thanks to the narrow width 
of 600 mm, 4 roll cages can 
be arranged next to each 
other in most truck trailers.

Optimised dimensions 

for transport in trucks

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 300 mm
10 roll cages 3,500 mm
50 roll cages 15,550 mm

Can be nested to 

save space
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RC/N3 type 2

Order no. 06.36 387.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 600 x 802 x 1,900
D, loading height (mm) 1,750
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 400 / 75
Weight (kg) 51

600
540

17
50

15
0
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00

802
734

A B

CD
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02.14 RC/N5 roll cage
Optimised for transport on the loading area of trucks

> Can be nested to save space

> Three-sided design

Standard equipment: chassis made of square tube 
frame, curved. Hinged support surface made of square 
tube frame with wire, strengthened with reinforcing 
strips. Rear panel made of wire grate and folded sheet 
metal. Side panels made of round tube frame with wire 
mesh and metal hinges. 

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N5 Basic model

Reliable and easy container 
manoeuvrability.

Lateral recesses

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 210 mm
10 roll cages 2,715 mm
50 roll cages 11,115 mm

The net weight of the 
goods provides additional 
security to the side panels.

Fixing

Can be nested to 

save space
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RC/N5

Order no. 06.17 290.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 800 x 820 x 1,750
D, loading height (mm) 1,515
Mesh size (mm) 375 x 115
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 400 / 75
Weight (kg) 45

Accessories
Wire shelf 00.62 326.50
Fibre strap 00.22 467.00
Rubber strap 00.14 207.07

800
765

15
15

23
5
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50

820
800
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02.15 RC/N6 roll cage
Optimised for transport on the loading area of trucks

> With integrated moving aid

> Fully closed

Standard equipment: chassis made of square tube 
frame, curved. Hinged support surface made of square 
tube frame with wire, strengthened with reinforcing 
strips. Container structure, made of round tube frame 
with wire mesh and metal hinges. Door leaf opening 
angle 270º.

Castors: 4 swivel castors, including 2 with brake. 
Elastic tread, grey.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N6 Basic model with 
attachable wire shelf (standard)

The integrated rail for foot 
leverage or forklift 
guidance supports 
manoeuvring over steps 
and through doorways.

Moving aid

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 400 mm
10 roll cages 4,355 mm
50 roll cages 20,355 mm

Can be nested to 

save space
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RC/N6

Order no. 06.05 877.50
A, length (mm) 1,180
B, width (mm) 755
C, height (mm) 1,980
D, loading height (mm) 1,720
Mesh size (mm) 50 x 50
Castor Ø (mm) 125
Total load capacity / per shelf (kg) 500 / 75
Weight (kg) 100

Accessories
Wire shelf (optional) 00.52 930.50

1180
1110
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02.16 RC/N8 roll cage
Optimised for transport on the loading area of trucks

> Can be nested to save space

> Textile strap as standard

Standard equipment: chassis made of square tube 
frame, with bottom tray that can be folded up at the 
side. Side panels made of square tube frame with 
welded wire grate. Side panels rotatable around 
A-frame. Incl. 2 textile straps.

Castors: 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors made of polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N8 Basic model

The bottom tray is attached 
to the side panels and is 
easy to fold up. The side 
panels, which can now be 
freely swivelled, are pushed 
onto the A-shaped chassis 
and make it possible to nest 
the roll cages into each 
other.

Swivelling side panels

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 220 mm
10 roll cages 2,780 mm
50 roll cages 11,580 mm

Can be nested to 

save space
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RC/N8

Order no. 06.23 844.50
A x B x C, length x width x height (mm) 600 x 800 x 1,700
D, loading height (mm) 800
Mesh size (mm) 140 x 165
Castor Ø (mm) 100
Total load capacity (kg) 400
Weight (kg) 39

Accessories
Textile strap, red 00.75 222.00
Rubber strap 00.14 207.07

RC/N8 nested, 
top v iew.

660
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02.17 RC/N9 standard roll cages

Standard equipment: Z-shaped chassis made of square 
tube frame with profile end caps. Two side panels 
made of round tube frame with wire mesh. Hinged 
metal or plastic chassis in RAL 5005 Signal blue.  
Incl. 2 textile straps.

4-sided design: each side panel has one door in the 
front and the back for a closed structure. Including a 
suspended static rod for stabilisation.

Castors: 2 swivel castors and 2 fixed castors made of 
polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 225 mm
10 roll cages 2,871 mm
50 roll cages 11,871 mm 

Can be nested to 

save space

Ideal for food retailers

> Can be nested with a simple grip

> With metal or plastic base

RC/N9
2 sides

RC/N9
4 sides

Order no. with metal base 06.90 515.50-V001 06.90 515.50-V002

Order no. with plastic base 06.90 515.50-V003 06.90 515.50-V004
Length x width x height (mm) 844 x 761 x 1,933 844 x 761 x 1,933
Castor Ø (mm) 125 125
Total load capacity (kg) 600 600
Weight (kg) 45 45

Accessories
Wire shelf 77.46 764.50-0000
Plastic shelf, blue 77.29 814.95-5005
Rubber strap 00.14 207.07-0000
Castor set, elastic tread, Ø 125 mm 60.72 218.00-0000

The chassis can be folded 
up and down with a simple 
grip. The panel is equipped 
with magnets that fix the 
panel to either the side 
panel or the chassis.

Base secured using magnets

Standard RC/N9
with plastic chassis

NEW!

761

817

844

698

17
40

19
33
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RC/N9 SLIMLINE
with plastic chassis 

02.18 RC/N9 slimline roll cages
Ideal for food retailers

> Can be nested with a simple grip

> With metal or plastic base

> Narrow design

NEW!

Space requirement in row
per roll cage 344 mm
10 roll cages 3,942 mm
50 roll cages 17,702 mm

Can be nested to 

save space

The chassis can be folded 
up and down with a simple 
grip. The panel is equipped 
with magnets that fix the 
panel to either the side 
panel or the chassis.

Base secured using magnets

Standard equipment: Z-shaped chassis made of square 
tube frame with profile end caps. Two side panels 
made of round tube frame with wire mesh. Hinged 
metal or plastic chassis in RAL 5005 Signal blue.  
Incl. 2 textile straps.

4-sided design: each side panel has one door in the 
front and the back for a closed structure. Including a 
suspended static rod for stabilisation.

Castors: 2 swivel castors and 2 fixed castors made of 
polyamide.

Surface finish: high gloss, galvanised, chrome-plated.

RC/N9 slim
2 sides

RC/N9 slim
4 sides

Order no. with metal base 06.90 514.50-V001 06.90 514.50-V002

Order no. with plastic base 06.90 514.50-V003 06.90 514.50-V004
Length x width x height (mm) 844 x 475 x 1,839 844 x 475 x 1,839
Castor Ø (mm) 125 125
Total load capacity (kg) 600 600
Weight (kg) 40 40

Accessories
Wire shelf 77.46 990.50-0000
Plastic shelf, blue 77.29 927.95-5005
Rubber strap 00.14 207.07-0000
Castor set, elastic tread, Ø 125 mm 60.72 218.00-0000
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